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The Jewellery Link
Suppliers of semi-precious stones, jewellery tools and equipment, bead supplies, watches and clocks.

One of the great aspects of 
jewellery making is there’s few 
limits to the mediums you can 

use.  All it takes is a mix of imagination, 
creativity and craftsmanship.
And if anyone can give advice on this 
subject it’s our very own, Carmel Fasolo 
who has been with us some seven years 
working in our Myaree store.

Carmel an accomplished jewellery maker 
in her own right, creates bracelets, 
necklaces, ear-rings, brooches etc that 
are often a beautiful combination of an 
amazing array of mediums.
Her creations often 
include silver, beads, art 
paper, textiles – even 
photographs.
Yes, even photographs.
One of Carmel’s 
creations, a quite 
amazing necklace, 
features photographs 
finely cut into a floral 
pattern and with a flower 
shaped silver clasp. It won her 
an award for innovation during studies 
to gain a Advanced Diploma in Jewellery 
Design and Production at the W.A. School 

for Art and Design. If you would like to 
see for yourself it’s featured on blog: 
http://carmelfasolo.wordpress.com/
Carmel’s passion for jewellery making is 
fired by the fact it can take that mix of 
creativity and craftsmanship to places 
unknown.  She loves to experiment with 
unique designs and in mixing materials 
so that her creations range from the 
traditional to the avant gard.

Iconic flower

Her traditional styled pieces often 
feature a flower and she likes to shape 
them into concave or convex forms – 
that she’s found sell well.
However, making sales is not the only 
thing. She feels her creativity sometimes 
leads into interesting expressions of 
modernism that might not have buyer 
appeal but have been challenging and 
interesting to manufacture.

As a consequence she describes 
her enthusiasm for jewellery 

making as a mixture of 
hobby and business.

The business aspect 
sees her creations made 
available for sale in 
galleries, at markets and 
online while she’s also 

our store manageress 
serving and giving advice 

to customers.
Questioned as to whether she 

would prefer jewellery making as her 
full time pursuit, Carmel says she enjoys 
interacting with customers too much to 

work solely in a workshop by herself.
“I really like the contact my job gives 
me with like minded people. I love the 
sharing of ideas – I give advice to our 
clients and they often give me interesting 
ideas,” she said.

In addition to 
working at the 
store, Carmel 
has been 
on a buying 
trip to China 
with Western 
Frontier Trader’s principal, Jim Jenkins 
and she has input into the stock sourced 
from China and other parts of the world.

When it comes 
to creativity and 
craftsmanship 
Carmel knows few limits
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In this edition we feature finishing techniques for gold and silver. Future editions 
will focus on display, packaging, branding and the marketing of your jewellery.

One of the secrets to success in jewellery making is to be able to create 
something that is a little out of the ordinary. And one of the key techniques 
to achieving this is by applying unusual finishing. 

The use of unusual finishing techniques 
can dramatically change the appearance of 
your work, turning an ordinary piece into 
something special.
A satin or matt finish can be applied to give 
a jewellery item a more subtle and delicate 
finish while techniques such as roller 
printing, hammering and patination give 

items a stronger, more dramatic finish.
A combination of these techniques is a 
strategy that can be applied to give a piece 
a more interesting feel.
Think about the desired effect that you 
wish to achieve. Using the following 
techniques or a combination of them can 
differentiate and set your pieces apart from 

the mainstream styles on the market.
Individuality tends to be in vogue these 
days so achieving something a little 
different can be just what’s needed to 
create interest from buyers or to make a 
gift feel a little unique.
Our team at Western Frontier Traders can 
advise you on the various effects possible 
and help you to attain the look and feel 
you’re aiming for.

Rollerprinting

This is a process of passing a particular 
material with your metal through a 
rolling mill.
The process creates a permanent 
impression on the metal to create 
interesting effects.
Just about any material can be passed 
through to give the impression from 
gauze to fine feathers to a more heavy 
material such as mesh.
As you can imagine, some of these 
effects can be quite gorgeous.  
And for even more creativity, images 
can be highlighted by applying ‘silver 
blackener’ or made more subtle with 
the use of ‘matting scotch bright 
brushes’.

Stamping and Hammering

Stamps and hammers are used to make 
permanent markings on your material.
Alphabet or number stamps are used 
to convey a message of importance 
while hallmarking stamps add 
value to your piece by marking 
it with authenticity of material 
used.  Stamping can of course also 
personalise a piece.
Hammering when done with skill can 
produce an interesting texture.
It can add an intense ‘natural’ texture 
feel that can be further emphasised 
with selective polishes and matting.

Matt and Satin finishes

Matt and satin finishes can create a 
delicate subtleness – ideal for toning down 
the harshness of highly polished pieces.  
The effect can be achieved with a variety of 
tools that we carry.
Hand piece accessories for a Foredom 
Pendant drill such as Scotch bright wheels, 
brass and steel brushes are used to make 
matt or flat satin finishes. 
Glass and brass brushes along with 
compounds like pumice and sandpaper 
can also achieve a similar effect.

Continuing our 
seven point guide 
to the successful 
and profitable 
manufacturing of 
jewellery



Specials 

BFSTAND Fibreglass brush 

Scrotchbrite wheel Brass wheel Steel brush 

Stainless steel 
matting brush 

Tools

Special  - 
Foredom Kit

Bur stand stringwound

Satin finish to metal Satin finish to metal pre polish 

Gives a satin finish to metal 

HPAMB

Code W00012K

$7.50+ GST $24.25+ GST

$2.50+ GST $2.20+ GST $1.00+ GST

$11.70+ GST

$250+ GST
$322.50

Handy tip:
Determining 
bracelet length
If you’re making a bracelet, the last 
thing you want is one that’s too snug.
When using beads it’s easy to finish up with 
something that’s too tight because the 
diameter of the beads you string together have 
a significant effect on the inner circumference 
of the finished bracelet.
What you need do to achieve a perfectly sized 
piece is to compensate for the diameter of the 
beads. 
Getting it right is easier said than done,  until 
you discover how… 

Here’s how you do this:
1. Measure the customer’s wrist, leaving a 

little slack for a comfortable fit.
2. Subtract the length of the clasp and ring 

assembly. The result will be the desired 
bead length for your bracelet.

3. To ensure that a finished bracelet will fit 
correctly, you compensate for the diameter 
of your beads by the following:
 » For round beads simply add three beads 

to the measured length of your strand. 
 » For any other shape, triple the diameter 

of one bead and add enough beads to 
your strand to equal that number. For 
example, using tube beads with a 3 mm 
diameter and a 5mm length means you’ll 
need to add two extra beads to your 
bracelet. 3 x 3mm = 9mm. Two 5mm long 
beads will add 10mm to your bracelet 
length, compensating for the diameter of 
the beads with 1 mm to spare.

Foredom CC-30 flexi shaft pendant drill
GD quick release hand piece T/30 USA 
fitting
32 piece Flexi shaft hand piece 
accessory kit:

•	 230volt motor – ideal for 
Australian standards

•	 Max RPM 20,000

•	 Flexible shaft
•	 Adjustable foot control pedal 

with a heavy duty slip resistant 
plastic housing for easy control 
from low to max speed.

•	 Heavy duty #30 hand piece 
with plastic moulded chuck key

•	 Full one year warranty on 
motor and foot control

Compatible 
handpiece kit: 
T/30 quick release 
handpiece with 
2.35mm collet\
Kit:  32 piece 
accessory kit that 
includes assorted 
buffs, mandrels, 
polishing wheels 
and drill bits.

WFGB

W00456C

From
each

W00410 W00459E

Separately

$57.50+ GST

(Valued $69+ GST)
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Only 10 

available



Snow Agate
Snow AgateCracked Agate

Roundel 

Round Facetted  

Round 10mm  

18 X 28 large rice shape 
40 X 20mm large facet16mm round facetted  
$15.35+ GST$11.50+ GST

$29.40+ GST

$14.05+ GST

$4.95+ GST

AB18 X 28
AB40 X 20

Colours: Mauve – Blue – Natural

Also available in sizes: 
8mm, 10mm,14mm

ABD16B

RAR 16 X 12

RAF12

RA10

STONES ON SPECIAL 

Red Agate Square Stones
Variety of shapes 
and sizes available
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$11.20+ GST

Howlite/Turquoise 

Howlite dyed blue cube 

Howlite centre drilled Smokey Obsidian 

Howlite corner drilled

Howlite corner drilled

H4ST  -  4mm cube 

H6CCD - 4mm cube - corner drilled 

H6CD - 6mm cube SO6CD - 6mm cube - centre drilled 

H4CC  -  4mm cube 

H6CC  -  6mm cube 

$3.95+ GST

$5.30+ GST

$5.00+ GST $5.00+ GST

$4.25+ GST

$5.30+ GST
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Be the first to 
see new stock! westernfrontiertraders.com.au


